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My grandpa wasn't a Hungarian! The Stigmata of home comers to Czechoslovakia

through the second and third generation viewpoint

After the World War II was realized a population exchange between Czechoslovakia and

Hungary. The winning powers denied one-way transfer of Hungarians from

Czechoslovakia as it was used at German minority. Therefore, the population exchange

was considered as the only option. Some of Slovaks who lived in Hungary in diasporas

for decades the population exchange report did not receive very well. The others were

enthusiastic of it. The fact remains that returnees Slovaks were not considered as

Slovaks in their homeland in general and their lives were marked by the exchange

forever. How they identified themselves? How did they say about the exchange to their

children and grandchildren?

The aim of contribution is to elucidate the collective memory and collective

remembering issue on Slovaks returnees from Hungary example. How narrative of the

population exchange remains in the families from generation to generation? The

collective memory is related to common remembering. This contribution would focus

on self-identification of population exchange returnees and compare it with the second

and third generation perception. Has the opinion changed through several

generations? What Stigmata caused the population exchange?

The oral history like one of the research methods is suitable to study the collective

memory. It is capturing of personal references, which are irrecoverable in population

exchange transgenerational memory phenomenon. Thanks to families' memories of

individual narrators, we can observe the stories of pleasure, happiness but even

haunting, misery and misunderstanding.
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Family as a Memory Lab: Negotiations of Migrations and Identities

In my paper I would like to present the results of oral history research, which is focused

on mechanisms and strategies of transmission of family memory in three-generation

families, as shown on the examples of four social (in some cases ethnically

differenciated, as well) minorities in the area of central Europe. The main criterium for

choosing the families was the fact that the members of the oldest generation/"the

generation of experience" were somehow affected by a moment of migration – they

either became the actors of forced or voluntary migration, or they continued to live in

their original social environment as "stayers", but were forced to face the migration of

their countrymen. In this presentation I am dealing with migration narratives, their

transmission, and with the moment of traumatized memory. In this context, I maintain

that trauma has considerably influenced the following biographical trajectories of the

members of all three generations of the families we have been observing, their

interpretation of past and present, and not least their sense of belonging to a minority

social group.
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The InheritedMemories of Homeland Nostalgia

The object of our study will be the memories, or some parts of personal narratives that

an Uncle had recorded on a tape and sent to his sisters and grandchildren, with whom

he was unable to meet until the last years of his life. The Uncle, born in Kosovo

(ex-Yugoslavia), had migrated as a teenager with his father to Albania for economic

reasons. In a very short time, the political border between these two countries was set

and for the next 42 years (1948 – 1990) crossing it, for ethnic residents on both sides,

was forbidden. In the last years of his life, fearing that he could leave this life without

having the opportunity to meet the descendants of his two sisters who continued to

live in Kosovo, he recorded his personal narrative on a cassette tape. He had recalled

and recorded his childhood memories, memories of his hometown, of friends, of school,

which sometime has accompanied by some folk songs while expressing his constant

nostalgia for the absence of the homeland. That tape recorded he sent to his

grandchildren in Kosovo, in order to keep in mind the life story of their uncle in

migration. Just as the fate of this person, that tape of memories has gone through

many obstacles. It has survived the last war in Kosovo in 1999 and today continues to

be part of the family archive. They have inherited their uncle's memories of homeland

nostalgia. What meaning did those memories had then and what do they have today

for the descendants? How can we construct the local history of that period, from the

perspective of this personal story? We will try to look at these materials under the prism

of memory studies, personal narratives, oral history, and border studies.
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Memorymoves: How forms of culture and remembrance cross generations and

boundaries in a diasporic community

Drawing on empirical material from my study on perceptions on the self and the lived

experience of Russians crossing national borders between Finland and Russia physically

and mentally my presentation explores intergenerational memory among second and

third generation descendants of the "old" Russian minority in Finland. This minority

comprises those who arrived in the country after 1917 and their descendants. The first

generation members of this, arguably hidden minority, experienced WW II after their

arrival to Finland in the two wars fought between Finland and Russia 1938-1944. The

focus is on how and what the informants disclose about narratives told to them by their

close and elderly kin. How have the narratives, according to the informants' and the

researcher's interpretations affected their (un)conscious choices and decisions in life?

What is shared, contested and even denied within families? Moving between different

time perspectives also the voices of the first and the fourth generation will be heard. I

argue that families are not entities independent of the political and historical context.

Human experiences are shaped, articulated and transmitted in relation to this context.

Ultimately, my research shows that fragments of individual accounts demonstrate how

transgenerational individual and social memory point to a complex relationship

between embodied memory, history, time and space.
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ON THE CHANGING SENSES OF BELONGING: MEMORY AND IDENTITY AMONG

MUSLIM DESCENDATS FROMGREECE

In the aftermath of the Balkan Wars, WWI and Turkish War of Independence, there has

been a big movement of population between Turkey and Greece in both direction.

Following the 1923 population exchange between Greece and Turkey (Mübadele)

signed at Lausanne, approximately 2 million people were displaced, 400,000 being the

Muslims in Greece.

The identity of these populations has been a controversial issue throughout the 20th

century. Especially due to political and military clashes between Turkey and Greece,

these families have adopted a more nationalist identity to integrate into their new

localities and avoid to be associated with their former non Muslim lands.

However, from 1990s onwards, with the changing political climate in Turkey, people in

Turkey began to question their family identities. This lead to a shift in the historical

writing of the Ottoman Empire, which began to give more visibility to the cultural and

social contribution of Greek, Armenian and Jewish communities to state and society.

Many descendants developed more interest in reviving their Balkanic roots, food, music

and culture. For example, tavern restaurants playing Rebetiko music, – a genre which

have been born in Ottoman Cafes and sung in Turkish and Greek together by different

ethnicities – have increased in number after this shift. Today, these taverns have

become important spaces where the new generations of the aforementioned families

re-experience their distinct identity.

This research focuses on the experience of three generations from three different

families, including my own, who have experienced different phases of the migration

process. Based on 9 in-depth interviews, it tries to delineate different expressions of the

sense of belonging, attachment, nostalgia and representation. While the narratives

provide perspective for migrant experiences, they also inform us how and why the

younger generations identify themselves more with their migrant past, especially in

social life.
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"What does seeking this citizenshipmean to you/tome?" Oral Histories and

Personal Memoirs of People of Sephardic Ancestry Seeking Spanish or Portuguese

Citizenship

What do Spain/Portugal mean to people of Sephardic ancestry, 525 years after

expulsion from the Iberian Peninsula? The Spanish/Portuguese Sephardic Citizenship

Oral History Project has interviewed some 30 people of Sephardic ancestry from diverse

countries who have applied for Spanish or Portuguese citizenship under these

countries' new historical reconciliation laws. The project asks: How have family memory

and collective pasts shaped decisions to claim historical Spanish or Portuguese

citizenship? What are the motivations and experiences for seeking and attaining a new

citizenship? Is seeking this new historical citizenship an act of reconciliation, reparation,

a claim for historical rights?

This paper explores ways in which the oral histories reveal historical memory constructs

of cultural belonging, identity, and citizenship roles among an historically diasporic

people. The narratives also invite interconnections between cultural and family

memory and the politics of inclusion/exclusion in a 21st century globalized world.

The project has recorded people of Sephardic ancestry in Turkey, Israel, Latin America,

Europe, and the United States. Given the geographic spread, the interviews are

primarily being conducted via remote videoconferencing, which also raises interesting

questions about the oral history interview itself, the establishment of rapport and

depth of interaction through remote digital technologies.

In addition, this paper explores oral history and personal memoir as interrelated and

self-reflexive texts for historical and methodological analysis. One of the project

co-directors, Rina Benmayor, is both investigator and subject in the project. She is also

writing a Sephardic family history and memoir. What can we discover about

positionality, voice, and memory through these interrelated acts of telling and writing,

when one is a subject, an interpreter, and self-interpreter? How does personal memory

inform and shape oral history interviewing and vice versa?
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